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Abstract 
Expandability-type properties, which are more general than both normality and countable para- 
compactness, are considered. We give a common generalization of theorems related to closed 
mappings of normal or countably paracompact spaces onto a q-space. We also consider these prop- 
erties in product spaces and prove theorems which are parallel to KatEtov’s theorem on hereditary 
normality in product spaces. An application to a space of closed subsets is given too. 
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1. Introduction 
Let f be a closed mapping of a space X onto a q-space Y. Then the boundary 
of f-‘(y) is countably compact for each y E Y if X is normal [17] or countably 
paracompact Tl-space [ 121. We consider a generalization of normality and countable 
paracompactness which permits us to give a common extension of these two theorems 
(Theorem 2.1 below). Another group of results are connected with KaGtov’s famous 
theorem [8, 2.7.15(a)] on hereditary normality in product spaces. We prove analogous 
theorems for expandability-type properties (Section 3). We consider also infinite products 
and generalize the next theorem of Efimov [8, 3.12.12(k)]: every hereditarily normal 
dyadic space is metrizable. In Section 5 we present results connected with the theorem 
from [2]: if X is compact and X2 \ LJ is normal then X is first-countable. We note 
here that the last result was inspired by Gruenhage’s theorem [9] that paracompactness 
of X2 \ n implies metrizability of X for compact X. The last Section 6 contains an 
application of preceding results to a space of closed subsets. 
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All spaces are assumed to be Ti, all mappings are continuous. An ordinal is the set 
of smaller ordinals and cardinal is an initial ordinal. Another terminology and notations 
not defined in this paper can be found in [Xl. 
A topological space X is said to be w-expandable if every locally finite collection 
{F,: i < ti} of subsets of X is expandable, i.e., there exists a locally finite collection 
{G,: i < w} of open subsets of X such that F, C Gi for every i < w [22]. Of course 
G, and G, are considered as different sets if i # ,j. Mansfield showed that a Hausdorff 
space X is countably paracompact if and only if X is w-expandable [8, 5.5.171. 
Definition 1.1. A space X is said to have property SE (respectively E) if every discrete 
collection {Fi: i < u} of closed countable subsets of X (respectively of singletons) is 
expandable. 
Recall that a space is said to be pseudonormal if every countable closed subset has 
arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods [20]. A space is called quasinormal [l] or to 
have property D [7] if every countable closed discrete set has arbitrarily small closed 
neighborhoods. A regular space is said to have property WD [7] if every infinite closed 
discrete set has an infinite subset which has arbitrarily small closed neighborhoods. 
Definition 1.2. A space X is said to have property ,wE if every infinite closed discrete 
subset of X has an infinite subset which is expandable. 
Clearly, 
normal =+ pseudonormal + D + WD 
u u u 
countably paracompact + SE + E =+ WE. 
Every regular space with property E (respectively ,wE) possesses D (respectively wD) 
17, Proposition 12.11. The well-known Tychonoff Plank 
((4 + l) x (w + 1)) \ {(WI,W)) 
is an example of a completely regular space without WE. The space 
(WI x (w + 1)) \ (LIM x {w)), 
where LIM = {LY < WI: CY is limit}, is completely regular and satisfies all properties 
from the diagram above except normality and countable paracompactness. 
We note here that in the class of completely regular spaces the property E coincides 
with the property of well-separatedncss, introduced by Hansard [ 111, and the property 
WE coincides with the notion of ss-discreteness, introduced by Isiwata [ 131. But there 
exist nonregular (and hence non-D and non-nlD) countably paracompact (and hence with 
properties E and WE) spaces [8]. 
Let Q be a topological property (a class of topological spaces). A space X is said to be 
point-Q (respectively F,,-Q; O-Q), if for every z E X a subspace X \ {z} (respectively 
every F,-subset of X; the subset X2 \ A, where d = {(ic,:~): :I; E X} is a diagonal) 
has the property Q. 
2. Closed mappings onto q-spaces 
Recall that y E Y is a q-point if y has a sequence {Ni: i < w} of open neighborhoods 
such that whenever yi E N,i and yi # y3 if i # j, the set {yz: ,i < W} has a limit point 
in Y. A space Y is a q-space [ 171, if each of its points is a q-point. The next theorem is 
a common generalization of Corollary 2.2 from [ 171 and Theorem 1.1 from [ 121. 
Theorem 2.1. Let X he WE, Y a q-space und f : X + Y a closed mupping onto. Then 
Fr ,f-‘(y) is countably cornpuctfor euch y E Y. 
Proof. Suppose that Fr p-’ (y) is not countably compact. Choose a closed discrete infinite 
subset D C Frf-‘(y). Let us take an infinite subset {Q E D: i < w} and a locally 
finite collection {G,: i < w} of open subsets of X such that 2, E Gi for every i. < w. 
Fix neighborhoods N,, i < w, from the definition of a q-point y. This point y is not 
isolated, because Frf-‘(y) # 8. Then all subsets N, are infinite. Let us take zt E 
(GI nf-‘(W \{Y})). Then f(z~) = YI E N t and yt # y. Suppose that points z,, i 6 71, 
are defined in such manner that f(zi) = yz E N,, yi # y, i < R, and y1 # :y,? if i # j. 
Let choose a point 
and let yrL+t = f(z f,+~). It is clear that yTL+t E NrL+tr yrL+l # y and yn+t # y3 ifj < n.. 
Since the collection {GL: ,i < W} is locally finite the set 2 = {zi: i < W} is a closed 
discrete subset of X. A set 2 is closed and discrete if and only if every subset of 2 is 
closed. Since f is closed every subset of j’(Z) is closed too, so f(2) is discrete in Y. 
But this is contradiction with the definition of a q-point y E Y. 0 
Remark 2.2. The property WE in the theorem 2. I for a space X is essential as the next 
simple example shows. Let X be the Tychonoff Plank ((WI + I) x (w-t I)) \ { (WI, w)} and 
N = { (wt , II): n < w}. Let Y be the quotient space obtained from X by identifying the 
set N to a point and let f : X + Y be the natural mapping. As we know the mapping f 
is closed. The space Y is a q-space. Clearly, Fr N = N. But N is not countably compact, 
and the space X has not the property WE. Nevertheless we note here that by Michael’s 
Theorem [ 17, Theorem 2. I] every continuous real-valued function on X is bounded on 
N. 
3. Around KatEtov’s theorem 
According to Katetov’s well-known theorem [8, 2.7.15(a)] if X x Y is hereditar- 
ily normal, and Y contains a countable nonclosed subset, then every closed subset of 
X is a Gs-set. Of course we can not replace hereditary normality even by hereditary 
pseudonormality, because the product WI x (w + I) is hereditarily pseudonormal (and 
hence hereditarily SE), but LIM is not a Gs-set in i~t. Nevertheless we see that every 
countable closed subset of WI is a Gs-set and we have more general 
Theorem 3.1. !f X x Y is herrdituril~ SE, Y is regular and contains u countable 
nonclosed subset, then eve? countable closed subset of X is a Gs-set. 
This theorem is an immediate consequence of the next Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let {y} U M b e a countable regular space with u nonisoluted point y, a 
set H be u countable closed subset of X, and 2 = (X x M) U ((X \ H) x {y}) is SE. 
Then H is a Gg-set in X. 
Proof. There exist open-closed in AJ~J = {y} U AJ neighborhoods AJi of point y such 
that {y} = n{A&: i < w} and Al,+, c A,fi for every i < w [8, 62.81. Then Fi = 
H x (Mi-I \ M<)> i < w, are countable closed subsets of 2. Let us show that the 
collection {F,: i < w} is discrete in 2. Let (.z, m) E 2. If z $ H, then the open set 
(X \ H) x MO is neighborhood of (:r::m), which does not intersect Fi for every i < w. 
If z E H, then m # y. Let i(m) = min{i: m $ A,l,}. Then X x (i&(,,)_r \ AJi(,,,) 
is a neighborhood of (.z, 71x), which intersects only F,(,,). There exists a locally finite 
collection {Gi: i < w} of open subsets of 2 such that Fi 5 G.i for every i < w. Let 
m. E M. The set W, = {:I; E X: (x,m) E G,(,,,J} is open in X. If 5 E H, then 
(z, m) E F,(,,) c Gicm), because m E AJi(l,)-t \ M%,,). Clearly, z E W,, for every 
m, E M. Thus H C_ n{W?,?: m E Al}. If LC $ H, then we consider the point (z, y). Let 
U x V be a neighborhood of (z, y), which intersects only a finite number of sets Gi. Let 
N = max{i: (U x V) n G, # S} and let m c MN+, n V. Then (U x V) n Gi(,) = B, 
because i(m) 3 N + I. But ( :I:, 7n) E U x V. Thus (z,m) $ G,(,,) and 5 $ W,,. So 
H = n{Wm: m E M}. 0 
Remark 3.3. It is obvious that 
Hereditarily SE + point-F,-sE + point-F,-E + point-E + point-WE. 
Example 3.4. Let RQ be the well-known Michael’s example [8, 5.1.321, i.e., RQ be the 
real line R with topology generated by the base {U: U is open in R or U is a subset 
of R \ Q}, where Q is the subspace consisting of all rational numbers. Then the product 
Rg x (w + 1) is point-paracompact and hence point-F,-sE, but the countable closed set 
Q is not Gs in Ro. Thus RQ x (w + I) is not hereditarily SE by Theorem 3.1. We note 
also that every point of this product is a Gd-point. 
Theorem 3.5. Jf X x Y is point-F,-sE, a spuce Y is regular and contains a countable 
nonclosed subset, then evev point of X is u Gs-point. 
Proof. Let us take H = {x:} in the Lemma 3.2. Then 2 is a F,-set in (X x Y) \ {(z, y)} 
and hence is SE. Consequently x is a Gs-point in X. 0 
Lemma 3.6. Let (y) U M be u cmntuble space with u single norzisolated point v, and 
.1: c X. Let Z = (X x M) u ((X \ {.x}) x (y}) he E. 7k.m CC is a G’a-pnint in X. 
Proof. The set {(z, 712): W. E M} is discrete in 2. then thcrc exists a locally finite 
cdlection {GIIL: m. E A/f} of open subsets of 2 such that (z~: m) E G,,, for every 
rrt f M. Define the set 145, = {p E X: (~:,vL) F G,}. The set IV,, is open in x 
and z E Wm for every m c M. If p # x then choose the neighborhood U x 1~’ of the 
point (p, 9) such that the set E = (m E M: iU x V) 1-1 G, # ti} is fink. Let us take 
yrt E {M’\F)nV. It is not difficult to see that p $ I$,,, So {x} = n{\Vr,,: 7,~ E A/r}. q 
The next theorem is a consequence of Lemma 3.6. 
Theorem 3.7. If X x Y is point-F,-E und Y contains a countubk nonclosed discrete 
subset, thm ever?, pninzt of X is a G;r-point. 
A compact space X is first-cauntablc if- and only if X2 is point-normal [2]. Every 
normal space is F,-normal [8, 2.l.E], so the property poinf-F,-E is weaker than point- 
normality and we have the next more general assertion as a corollary of Theorem 1.7. 
Corollary 3.8. A rompnct space X is first-countuble if and nnl~ if X2 is point-I;‘,-E. 
Proof. Note that every infinite compact space contains a countable nonclosed discrete 
subset. 0 
Proof. The set 2 = (X x ilil)U((X\{~~}) x {y}) 1s a closed subset of (X x Y) \ {(L, y)}. 
Then Z is E, hecause B is hereditary with respect to c1ose.d subsets. Now apply 3.6. 0 
The proof of the next Lemma 3.10 is analogous to rhe proof of the Lemma 3.6. 
Tbc ucxt thcorcm is a consequence of Lemma 3.10 
Theorem 3.11. v X x Y is poinr-wE and Y contuins w + 1, then every p&t qf‘X is 
a c-a g?utnt. 
Corollary 3.12. Let X be an injinitc compact space. Then X isfirst-countuble if’onlJ if 
x 2 CLI + I (J/lb X’ is porn;-wf5 
Remark 3.13. The condition X > w + I in the above corollary is essential, because 
(,tiw \\ UJ)’ is point-( countably compact) and hence point-E, but /%J \ ti is not first- 
countable. 
4. Infinite products and dyadic spaces 
We shall now prove that no uncountable products of spaces having at least two points 
are hereditarily WE. Let X = n{Xc: < E 3}, w h cre every Xc contains more than one 
point. Let Z* = {z;} E X and Q(:q) = ([ E S: ;ljt # .2.;} for every point ;ij = {?j<} 
from X. Let 7 be an infinite cardinal number. Recall that the subspace Y(:r:*. 7) = 
(1~ E X: I&(?/)1 < 7) is called a r-envelope of the spaces X6, [ E Z. Of course, 
Y (n:*! 7) = X, if /E-/ < 7. In the cast 7 = WI (respectively 7 = w) we have a C-product 
(respectively a-product) of the spaces Xc. The next proposition is an easy consequence 
of the definition of Tychonoff topology on X. 
Proposition 4.1. !f Y is N r-envelope of spaces X,, < E E, having at least two points, 
l.Fl 3 WI, and z E Y, therl z is not a Gs-point in Y. 
Proposition 4.2. If Y is a r-envelope of spaces Xc, ( E E, having at least two points, 
/3/ 3 max{wl, T}, then a subspace Y \ {z} is not WE jtir every z E Y. 
Proof. For every P C Z, put Yr> = (7~ E Y: T/C = 0:; for < E: 2 \ P}. Let us take 
P&E such that Q(Z) C P and /pj = /p \ Fl = 131. It is possible, because l=l 3 T. It 
is easy to see that the space Y is homeomorphic to the product Yp x Ys\p. The space 
YF\p contains w + 1, because \Z \ p/ 3 ~1. Of course we can assume that z = (p, w), 
where p E Yp and w E w + 1 c Ysj,p. The subspace (Yp x w) U ((Yp \ {p}) x {w}) is 
closed in Y \ {z}. If the last space is WE, then p is a Gs-point in Yp by Lemma 3.10. 
But this is a contradiction with Proposition 4. I. 0 
As corollaries of Proposition 4.2 we have nonnormality of C \ {z}, where C is a 
C-product of uncountably many spaces each having more than one point and .2: E C [S], 
and nonnormality of B \ {.I.}, where c is a corresponding r-product and :L: t 0 [3,14]. 
Remark 4.3. In [ 141 author proved that if a set 2 is closed in the T-envelope Y (:I:*! 7) 
and (iJ{Q(z): z E Z}l < 7, then Y \ 2 is a nonnormal subset of Y. The author does 
not know if Y \ 2 is non-Tl:E in this case. 
The next theorem is a slight generalization of the theorem of Efmov [8, 3.12.12(k)], 
who proved that every hereditarily normal dyadic space is metrizable. 
Theorem 4.4. Every point-WE dyadic space is rnetrizable. 
Proof. If X is a dyadic space, then there exists a mapping f of Cantor cube Dw(x) 
onto X. Let C be a C-product, lying in D w(x). If w(X) 3 WI, then there exists 
a point Y: e X \ ,f(C) [8. 3.12.23(f)]. The C-product C is countably compact and 
hence pseudocompact. So does ,f’(C). But f(Z) is dense in X \ {:c}. Hence X \ {:K} is 
pseudocompact and is not countably compact [8. 3.12.12(i)]. But every completely regular 
pseudocompact soE space is countably compact (see 2.5 from [ 131). This contradiction 
shows that u](X) < WI. 0 
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5. D-properties 
In [2] it is proved that every V-normal compact space is first-countable and hence every 
V-normal dyadic space is metrizable. Every dyadic space is a x-space [8, 3.12.12(i)]. 
This fact gives us a simple proof of first-countability (and metrizability) of V-WE dyadic 
space. Recall that a point II: E X is called a x-point if it is a limit of a convergent sequence 
of points 2, E X \ {CC} [11. A space X is called a x-space if every nonisolated point 
n: E X is a x-point. 
Theorem 5.1. If a compact x-space X is O-WE, then X is$rst-countable. 
This theorem is a straightforward consequence of the next Lemma 5.2, which is similar 
to Lemma 2 from [lo]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let X be ‘~-WE, 0: E X and z = lim{z,, E X \ {CC}: n < w}. Then ~1: is
a Gs-point of X. 
Proof. The set { (IC,, z): n < W} is closed and discrete in X2 \ A. So there exist an 
infinite set E C w and a locally finite in X’ \ A system of open sets {U,, x V,,: n E E} 
such that z,, E U,, and z E V,. It easy to see that z = n{Vn: n. E E}. 0 
A space X is called a quasi-x-space if every neighborhood of an arbitrary noniso- 
lated point contains a countable nonclosed subset. Every x-space is a quasi-x-space. 
For example, all k-spaces, locally countably compact spaces, locally separable spaces, 
countably tight spaces are quasi-x-spaces. 
Theorem 5.3. If X is a regular quasi-x-space and is V-F,-SE, then X contains a 
dense subset of points of countable pseudocharacter: 
Corollary 5.4. Every, V-F,-SE dyadic space is rnetrizable. 
Theorem 5.3 is a consequence of the next Lemma 5.5, which proof is analogous to 
the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Lemma 5.5. Let {y} U M be a countable regular subspace of X with a nonisolated 
point y, and 2 = ((X x M) U ((X \ {y}) x {v}))) \ A is SE. Then y is a Gg-point 
in X. 
Remark 5.6. It is impossible to omit the condition of being a x-space in Theorem 5.1 
as the example X = pw \ w shows. And it is also impossible to assert in Theorem 5.3 
that the pseudocharacter of X is countable. The corresponding example is X = WI + 1. 
6. Application to exp(X) 
The space of closed subsets exp(X) is the set of all nonempty closed subsets of X 
with the Vietoris topology [8, 2.7.201. Applying Theorems 3.9 and 3.11 we shall prove 
Theorem 6.1. Ij’exp(X) IS a regulur point-E spuce, then X is u hereditarily separable 
perjectly normal countably compact space. 
Lemma 6.2. The space exp(w) is not point-E. 
Proof. The space exp(w) contains a closed homeomorph of the Sorgenfrey line S [6,19]. 
Hence S x S is a closed subset of exp(w) too. But it easy to see that S x S is not 
point-E. 0 
Lemma 6.3. Let F and H be closed disjoint subsets of X such thut H is infinite and 
exp(X) is regular and point-wE. Then F is u Gg-point in exp(X). 
Proof. There exists an open set U > F, such that U n H = 8, because exp(X) is regular 
and hence X is normal. Then exp(H) x exp(U) is a closed subset of exp(X) and hence 
this product is point-WE. It is clear that w + 1 C exp(H). Applying Theorem 3.11 we 
have that F is a Gs-point in exp(U) and consequently in exp(X). 0 
Lemma 6.4. Let X be u countubly compact space. If exp(X) is regulur and point-WE, 
then a space X is herediturily separable and perfectly normal. 
Proof. If X contains two nonisolated points 5 # y, one can choose open disjoint sets U 
and V such that x E U and r~ E V. Then, if F is a closed subset of X, then F = KU L, 
where K = F \ U and L = F \ V. The regularity of X and Lemma 6.3 imply that K and 
L are Gg-points in exp(X) and hence they are Gs-sets in X. Of course, it means that 
K and L are separable (Lemma 3 of 1161; see also [IS]). Thus F is a separable Gs-set 
in X. We see that the pseudocharacter of X is countable and X is countably compact, 
so X is first-countable. Hence every subset of X is separable [21, Proposition 31. If X 
contains only one nonisolated point :I:, then X is the one-point compactification of the 
discrete space X \ {z}. It IS easy to see that X x (w + 1) c exp(X) in this case (see also 
Lemma 2 of [ 161). Applying Theorem 3.11 we see that z is a G&-point, but it means 
that X is countable. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Lemma 6.2 implies countable compactness of X. Lemma 6.4 
implies hereditary separability and perfect normality of X. 0 
Corollary 6.5. Zf exp(exp(X)) or exp(X x X) is regular and point-E, then X is a 
metrizable compact space. 
Corollary 6.6 [ 131. If exp(X) is herediturily pseudonormal, then X is a hereditarily 
separable perfectly normal countubly compact space. 
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Corollary 6.7. rf exp(X) is U-normal, then X is a hereditarily separable perfectly 
normai compact space. 
Proof. Every D-normal space is point-normal and normal, so the space X is hereditarily 
separable and perfectly normal by Theorem 6.1 and is compact by VeliZko’s Theorem 
[8, 3.12.26(a). Remark]. 0 
Theorem 6.8. Let X be a compact space. Then exp(X) is point-WE if and only ifX is 
hereditarily separable and perfectly normal. 
Proof. If X is a compact space then exp(X) is a compact space too and is regular. 
Thus by Lemma 6.4 a space X is hereditarily separable and perfectly normal. If X is a 
hereditarily separable and perfectly normal compact space then exp(X) is first-countable 
[23] compact space. Thus exp(X) is point-(cT-compact) and hence is point-wE 0 
Problem 6.9. Is X a compact space, if exp(X) is regular point-E’? 
We note here that a space X is a metrizable compact space if exp(X) is hereditarily 
normal [4] or is regular hereditarily countably paracompact [ 151. Thus the next problem 
seems to be natural. 
Problem 6.10. Is X a metrizable compact space, if exp(X) is hereditarily pseudonormal? 
Problem 6.31. Is X a metrizable compact space, if exp(X) is V-normal’? 
Problem 6.12. (a) Can we use point-Tti,E in stead of point-E in Theorem 6.1’? (b) Is it 
possible to weaken the regularity of exp(X) to the property of being a Hausdorff space 
in Theorem 6. I ? 
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